

























      Although there is no subdivision of the text in the manuscript, Barlow interpreted the VÆdR as a work of two parts, arguing that the author originally intended to write a piece like the Encomium Emmae reginae (the Gesta Cnutonis), which would praise the queen’s family. Just as the author of the Encomium writing for Emma in the early 1040s had praised the deeds of Swein, Cnut, Harthacnut and Edward, the anonymous author of VÆdR meant to praise Edward and his Godwine in-laws, namely Godwine, Harold, Tostig, Gyrth and Leofwine. In both works praise for the queen (Emma and Edith respectively) was central; and it can be argued that both had to be reconceived in the light of political developments. We now know that Harthacnut’s sudden death forced the author of the Encomium to write a new ending in order to present Edward as the rightful heir to the throne and, for the first time, as Æthelred’s son. In doing so he claimed that the work had come full circle with the restoration of Æthelred’s line, thereby reconceiving its original design.​[3]​ Likewise, in Barlow’s opinion, the work of praise begun by the author of the VÆdR was disrupted either by the quarrel between Harold and Tostig and the death of Edward himself, or by the battles of 1066, which destroyed the dynasty.​[4]​ Either way, the author had to reconceive the work as a quasi-hagiography of Edward by adding a new section, looking back at the king’s miracles. Wrenched by unforeseen events into a different design it became a work of two parts, according to Barlow, who thought that the first bit (‘book I’) was started in Edward’s lifetime c. 1065 and concluded in that year or in 1066 and the second part (‘book II’) written after the Conquest but before Stigand’s disgrace, in 1066 x 1070.

       Barlow advanced his case in his edition of VÆdR for Nelson’s Medieval Texts in 1962. Scholarship then had to wait until 1975 for a critique of his arguments in which Eleanor Heningham emphasised the work’s unity, reinterpreting it as a post-Conquest composition written c. 1068-70 for Edith’s close circle to memorialize those who had been dearest to her. Heningham differed from Barlow in ascribing less significance to the two poems of elegiac couplets (I & VIII), which Barlow had taken as prologues to his two putative books. It was her view that these poems could not be read as parallel prologues and that the last piece of poetry, Poem VIII, was ‘strongly concluding or at most transitional in content and form’.​[5]​ She was willing to accept that the author had been preparing a history of the dynasty in 1065, but she argued that it must have been a separate piece, written not for Edith but for his lords the earls as the writer seems to indicate.​[6]​ In his second edition of VÆdR, for Oxford Medieval Texts (1992), Barlow rejected Heningham’s arguments, holding to his convictions ‘that a book in praise of the house of Godwin is more likely to have been started before 1066 than after’; and he retained the division he had forged between the two parts, dating ‘book I’ 1065-6, and ‘book II’ c. 1067.​[7]​ Pauline Stafford, preparing her 1997 biography of Emma and Edith, defended but modified Heningham, arguing that the text’s unifying theme was not so much the house of Godwine as ‘the kingdom of the English’. ‘This unity’, she averred, ‘obviates the need to argue for a split date of composition’. It also suited her biographical ambitions by allowing her to draw parallels between the Encomium and VÆdR. ‘As with the Encomium,’ she noted, ‘the key to the structure of an apparently incoherent work is its relationship to a powerful woman in the thick of events.’​[8]​ The year of Barlow’s death, 2009, saw the controversy revive unwittingly in two articles published simultaneously. In one, Simon Keynes briefly defended the case for unity, preferring to date the work c. 1068 and to think that ‘it was intended from the outset to rationalize for Edith’s benefit the turn of events following…1066’. In his opinion, it was entirely conceivable that a work of praise for the house of Godwine may have been started after 1066 to please the widowed queen. In the second article, Elizabeth Tyler adopted the view that ‘Barlow’s dating of the composition as 1065-7 has been widely accepted’; yet she opposed the claim that it was a panegyric by showing that the poet’s classical allusions build a subtle critique of the Godwines.​[9]​ Like Stafford, she emphasises the unity of the work in its focus on Edith, but she also argues that it can be seen to have evolved in a way that reflects the instability of the years 1065-7.

       In view of the lack of a consensus this investigation will ask first whether VÆdR is a work of two parts, as Barlow proposed, or a unified work written after the events of autumn 1066. It is important to address this problem, because the datings different scholars have proposed have determined, or been decided by, whether they have read the text as a part-encomium of the Godwine dynasty and part-hagiography of Edward (Barlow); or a memorialization of dead kindred (Heningham); or a record of a golden age centred on Edith (Stafford); or an attempt to heal and smooth over family trauma (Keynes); or a paen destabilized by anxieties arising from the mutability of the times (Tyler). There is always the danger that we might rearrange the evidence to support a favoured reading, so it is important that we begin by putting such readings aside and asking simply: is there any evidence that Tostig or Harold were dead when Barlow’s ‘book I’ was composed? Then we must ask: are there any clues that one or both were alive? Finally we should look for evidence that events interrupted the work’s design.

       A few passages and worries of ‘book I’ have been taken to imply that the author already knew of the deaths in question. Foreboding elements in the poetry, especially references to Theban fratricide in Poem VI, which alludes to rival brothers preparing funeral pyres, seem to look ahead to Stamford Bridge.​[10]​ Another dark clue appears in the penultimate page of the prose where the remark that Harold is ‘too generous with oaths, alas!’ has been taken to refer to the oath at Bayeux and the tragic consequence of the Conquest.​[11]​ It may be significant that the author starts by informing the reader that he is writing under the Chelae (after 20/24 September), for it was under that sign that the deaths of Tostig and Harold occurred, and loss seems to be a theme of Poem I.​[12]​ Heningham took the praise of Godwine and Tostig as a further indication that the latter was dead and the Conquest underway: ‘when did Godwin…more need written defense [than after 1066 when he was being made into a scape-goat] by writers hot in the service of the victor? When could Tostig…more use a good word than when he was under a cloud for dying [in an attack on his own lands]?’​[13]​ Here we start to head into the realm of opinion. But let us answer the substantial points. First, the allusions to Theban fratricide are not proof that it had happened. The dire prospect of civil war between the brothers was obvious, if not from winter 1065, then from the point when Tostig began to prepare an invasion, no later than summer 1066. Our writer was well informed of affairs in Flanders, where Tostig had fled, and about that earl generally.​[14]​ Moreover, the poem, which ends by praying to Mother Concord to prevent civil war and fears the evils of internecine strife, appears to be unaware of the real outcome of 1066, namely conquest by a foreign power. There is no prophetic factoring of such a threat into the scenario. Secondly, the allusion to the oath at Bayeux (if read as such) could likewise refer to hostilities that had not yet occurred. ‘Alas’ would have been a suitable remark, if, at the time of writing, the oath (whatever its nature) had provided someone with grounds to prepare for an invasion.​[15]​ The author could have sighed on account of such an oath at any time over the course of 1066.

       Noting this, let us consider the context of the passage because it is difficult if not impossible for us to steer our thoughts away from that oath which Harold supposedly swore to William. In its proper context the exclamation ‘alas’ signals the moment at which the brothers Harold and Tostig abandoned a path of reconciliation. According to the author, Tostig publicly accused Harold of conspiring against him, and Harold cleared himself by swearing oaths. The Latin is as follows. Harold is the subject ille:

‘sed ille citius ad sacramenta nimis proh dolor prodigus hoc obiectum sacramentis purgauit’.​[16]​

Barlow provides the following translation:

‘but Harold, rather too generous with oaths (alas!), cleared this charge too with oaths’.​[17]​

It should be noted that the word ‘too’ here in ‘cleared this charge too’, which might seem to point to oaths sworn on other occasions, is not in the Latin. Nor is the word citius, which implies overly hasty action in this context, concerned with prodigality. In other words, Barlow’s translation of this passage contains two elements that lead the reader into interpreting it as a covert reference to oaths on other occasions when, in fact, such a reading is unwarranted. The oaths (sacramenta) too hastily sworn by Harold and lamented by the author are ostensibly none other than those sacramentis with which he cleared himself of plotting against Tostig. The writer may be making the point that Harold swore them without considering that an admission, on his part, of having lobbied against his brother was the first step in the negotiations necessary for their reconciliation. Alas, if only he was not always in such a rush to defend his good name!​[18]​ Even if the remark does allude to a different oath or oaths it indicates only that the consequences were now looming. Heningham’s last points concerning what she regarded as a possible allusion to the Conquest in the writer’s reference to the Chelae, and also his greater incentive to defend Godwine and Tostig after 1066, are conjectural, so let us delay replying to them for now. What we must note is that ‘book I’ contains no evidence that Tostig or Harold is dead.​[19]​

       Next, we should look for evidence that they were alive at the time of writing. A possible start is the writer’s remark that he is greatly in debt to the two earls, Harold and Tostig, and awaits the opportunity to compile a full account of their deeds.​[20]​ If this comment is taken as building upon a statement made a little earlier in which the author stated his intention to record Harold’s deeds, referring to Harold as ‘the man we have undertaken to describe in this book’, it looks as though his intention at that point was to write about the elder brothers.​[21]​ Perhaps after attending to Edward and Godwine he meant to focus on Harold, the latter having become king, and his chief rival or potential co-regent Tostig. The author of the Encomium did something very similar, for after writing about Swein and Cnut he turned to Harthacnut and Edward who were the king and his chief rival or co-regent, respectively, at that time, c. 1041. If, in fact, the author of VÆdR wrote after 1066, we must interpret his debt as a debt to the dead, but his readiness elsewhere to tinge his reminiscences with sorrow when appropriate militates against this supposition.​[22]​ Earlier, he had presented Harold and Tostig as exemplary models for posterity; but this positive portrait, together with the project of recording their deeds, is cast aside in Poem VIII, which Barlow took to be the prologue to his hypothetical ‘book II’, and which sings darkly of shame, a cursed people, and a crime: the fratricide at Stamford Bridge.​[23]​ Heningham had little to say about this apparent change of direction but presumably treated it as artifice designed to acknowledge the trauma of 1066 before covering it over once more in ‘a dream of things now gone’.​[24]​ Yet if there is no obvious evidence in the text that the Conquest had happened then there is no reason to reject the author’s explanation in Poem VIII that the optimistic ‘book I’ was conceived in happier times:​[25]​

‘I thought at first to make a pretty piece 
About my lords so dear unto my heart. 
But now the hate which sears the brothers’ flesh
Confounds the joyful progress of the song.’

The author explains that he had thought, ‘to the last page of this devoted book/ to tell of [Godwine’s] blessed progeny’, but that now only a madman could finish the tale.​[26]​ In contending that the piece the author had intended to write for the earls was another text separate from VÆdR, Heningham neglected this passage, which identifies it with the work on the page, now dissolved in Theban cacophony.​[27]​ Tostig is certainly dead in Poem VIII (in which Barlow rightly detected a change of mood). The simplest and most defensible position in view of its contents and my earlier remarks is that he was alive when the author wrote ‘book I’, or – we might prefer to say – when he ‘began’.

       The argument in the paragraph above also applies to our question whether events can be shown to have interrupted the text. In book I the author meant to tell of Tostig and Harold; in book II their recent affairs are too painful to recount, and for the sister queen to hear. So the author fulfils his promise to return in more detail to the topic of Harold’s wars against the Welsh (this time mentioning Tostig’s role).​[28]​ It is not clear whether Harold himself was dead when this poem was written, but the notes of grief and confusion ring clear enough.​[29]​ Another hint that events have changed course has gone unremarked. Book I paints a sympathetic portrait of Stigand, who manages first to persuade the king to delay Godwine’s trial, then weeps when the earl has to flee.​[30]​ Book II, in contrast, reflects on Stigand’s audacity at Edward’s deathbed, the folly in his heart, and the need for him to repent.​[31]​ From an author given to praise and veiling his misgivings this was hard criticism. Only Stigand’s long-dead predecessor, Robert of Jumièges, incurs worse. Scholars who wish to argue for the unity of the work must explain why the author chose to reflect kindly on Stigand’s goodness in the first book before turning against him severely in the second. The best explanation is that events had overtaken him, for some reason changing his opinion. An obvious impediment to Heningham’s case for unity was that it failed to explain a fundamental manifestation of disunity in the work: i.e. that the text up to the end of Poem VIII is a prosimetrum, and that the remainder is different in character, being essentially a miracle collection. V. B. Jordan, arguing for the unity of the work in 1998, tried to solve the problem by describing the miracula as, ‘the final and largest prose passage’, serving to conclude the prosimetrum and a reader’s journey through the ages of the world, which for her were central to the work’s design. She claimed to have found supporting evidence in Poem I, where the Muse (she says), ‘orders her student to include in the Vita records of Edward’s virtutes, his miracula’. This is a misreading. What the text actually says is that Edward was a mirror of virtue (singular).​[32]​ Nor was Jordan correct to contend that Barlow divided the text simply for the reason that he was uncomfortable with its ‘perceived thematic and discursive ambiguity’: for he divided it in recognition of the change of direction outlined above, a change nowhere acknowledged by Heningham and Jordan.​[33]​ 

       Earlier I noted Heningham’s belief that the work was written to defend Godwine and Tostig, an argument for placing it after 1066. This argument too needs an answer if we are to read the first portion as a product of 1066, but it is important to recognise Tyler’s discovery that the work is laced with criticism of Godwine and his dynasty. It chiefly praises the queen while articulating mixed feelings about her family – feelings that may have been Edith’s; it also reaches back into her family history for precedents pointing to a peaceful outcome to the uncertainty engendered by the brothers’ quarrel. Far from being a defence of Godwine and Tostig, it is an attempt to manage anxieties that would have afflicted Edith in 1066, by employing the prophetic quality of history to provide both grounds for hope and a salutary warning. Before the horrid resolution of autumn 1066 the author adopted the design of prosimetrum as a parallel to the real irresolution his work tried to address through Clio his muse. Clues in the architecture of his poetry invite us to pursue this interpretation, so we should begin to test it there.

       The part of the text which is a prosimetrum, Barlow’s ‘book I’, starts and ends in poems of elegiac couplets (I and VIII). Six poems (II-VII), of hexameters, are woven through the prose inbetween, allowing us to make metrical and poetical comparisons, at least in the case of the six samples solely of hexameter verse. The form growing in popularity during the later eleventh century was the leonine hexameter, with internal rhyme between the first syllable of the third foot (before the penthemimeral caesura), and the end of the line. The table below shows the six poems arranged in descending order, according to the percentage of leonine lines in each (given in the first column). In the second column appears the percentage of lines beginning in a dactyl. The third column shows the total percentage of dactyls in the poem.​[34]​ Captions on the contents or theme of the poem appear in column 4. The number of lines scanned in each poem is given, in column five, against the total number. A few lines are corrupted and have not been included because they do not scan. Although a portion of the prose has been lost from the extant manuscript, its content is mostly known, and it would appear that no poetry is missing.​[35]​

Poem #	Leonini %	Begin dactyl %	Total dactyls %	Theme/ Contents	Sample
V	81.4	65.1	41.9	Godwine: David spares Saul	43/43
II	79.6	63.0	42.5	Godwine: the ship poem	53/54
VI	60.0	58.2	45.5	Theban tales: the two brothers	55/56
VII	55.5	46.6	44.5	Edith: epithalamium/ Wilton	45/45
III	42.5	55.0	48.1	Godwine: his progeny	40/41
IV	35.0	55.0	36.3	Godwine: he is wronged	20/20

Two observations present themselves from the information in the table. First, there is considerable variation in the poetry, not only in the length of the poems and recourse to leonini but also in the mood. Poem IV, notably, is less than half the normal length and is much more spondaic, because it is a lament. The second observation, and more important at present, is the very close relationship between Poems II and V. It can be seen that, by all three measurements, these poems match, averaging out at a variation between each other of 1.5%. The average variation between the next two closest – VI and VII – is 5.7%; between III and IV, 6.4%; between VII and III, 7.4%. But we must also note the difference of 9.1% average variation across the three indexes between II and VI, which is the closest to II after V. Not only are II and V very much the closest to each other; they are also therefore very different from the rest, in the use of leonini and dactylic intonation. Although the sample is too small to support firm conclusions, the analysis does at least suggest that Poems II and V, in some sense, belong together. 

       Poem II, the ship poem, is now known in its entirety, thanks to the discovery, by Henry Summerson, of the missing section in the second edition (1587) of Holinshed’s chronicle.​[36]​ Themes it shares with Poem V confirm that II and V have joint intentions. Describing the fine treasure-laden ship, which Godwine gave ‘to the newly enthroned king’, Poem II depicts the earl as the first among the magnates in pledging his loyalty and ‘swearing to protect Edward as his king and lord’.​[37]​ The writer holds up him as a token of what a leading magnate should be: 

‘Let the other magnates take him as a model of uprightness.’​[38]​

As the magnates imitate him and rejoice in their rightful king, peace returns, bringing harmony to the people:

‘Thus ancient peace returns to visit her Englishmen,
disputes flee, wars depart, and all wrath fades away.
Earth and sea fall calm,
and everywhere people are united in joyful dances.’​[39]​ 

Later, Godwine (we are told) is wrongfully accused and driven into exile in Flanders after Edward gives too much credence to the earl’s enemy, Robert of Jumièges. Then the earl returns with an army, negotiations ensue, the king’s mind is calmed and, with it, the metaphorical tempest over the realm; and evil is averted ‘without bloodshed by the wisdom of the earl’, to universal celebration. Poem V, rejoicing at this settlement, by extended analogy, praises David (Godwine) for refusing to murder Saul (Edward), when he had an opportunity and, by implication, despite the wrong the king had done him under the influence of an evil spirit. The poem emphasises the fact that he spared God’s anointed (‘christum domini’; ‘quem crismatis unctio sacrat’), begged the Lord to protect his innocence (‘nos insontes conseruet’), remained loyal, and ‘abhorred the snares of regicide’ (‘ad scandala mortis/ horruit in regem’).​[40]​ Heningham argued that the purpose of these passages was to mount a defence of Godwine, but we may better interpret them as an attempt to furnish a precedent. In this reading, Godwine surfaces as a model of loyalty, first and foremost in honouring his lord, and resolute, although tempted, in his refusal to harm God’s anointed the king. On both occasions the result of his deeds was the restoration of peace and unity. Read as a mirror of princes, after the fashion of Helgaud of Fleury’s epitome of the life of King Robert of France, and Wipo’s deeds of the emperor Conrad, and the Encomiast’s deeds of Swein and Cnut, and VÆdR’s portrait of Edward the Confessor, these stories of Godwine should have informed the reader of how his son Tostig might act towards God’s anointed, Harold, in 1066.​[41]​ Boding well, they would have comforted Edith. So long as history seemed to repeat itself their father’s precedent offered hope.

       Peering into this mirror, the reader also catches glimpses of foreboding: portents of dread events. Tyler, studying the first half of the ship poem, and Love, adding new observations on the second, identified carefully spun echoes from Lucan and Statius, whose antique voices, prophesying war, should have reminded learned readers of the civil strife of Pharsalia and Thebaid’s fratricidal conflict. The poetic context as Love gives it, ‘is in both cases a lament at the way bitterness and envy, particularly brother wrestling with brother, brings destruction and death’.​[42]​ The presence of the allusions supports the view that the sections of the work that concern Godwine were created in an attempt to anticipate some resolution between Tostig and Harold. We should try to read the supposed ‘defence’ of Godwine in parallel with the final section of the prose in ‘book I’, which defends Tostig. Verbal parallels, clearer than any elsewhere in the text, justify such a reading, because their apparent role is to jog the reader’s memory. Godwine, wrongly accused, departs into exile, ‘cum coniuge et liberis…ad antiquum Anglice gentis amicum comitem Balduwinum’ (p. 36). Then Tostig, falsely accused, has to go into exile, ‘cum coniuge et lactentibus liberis…ad antiquum Anglice gentis amicum comitem Balduwinum’ (p. 82). Historians have been distracted at this point, hearing in the echo evidence of the writer’s Flemish connexions and failing to notice that the parallels actually begin with the references to wife and children.​[43]​ The basic purpose, notwithstanding any personal interests the writer may have had in Flanders, is to show that history is repeating itself: the earls, father and son, wrongfully judged, flee to Flanders where Baldwin V, the mighty friend of the English, receives them. It is reasonable to conclude that the writer included the account of Godwine’s exile and return in order to supply a precedent for Tostig’s. We may also interpret the parallels as an attempt to gain sympathy for Tostig by recalling, in comparable circumstances, Godwine’s expulsion and, more ominously, the might of Flanders and the possibility of another triumphal return. Godwine, Poem V assures us, chose not to kill the king, but what would Tostig do? The same question appears to lurk behind Poem VI, with its prayer to Mother Concord to avert fratricidal war; and it may permeate the darker passages of Poem III (although it is difficult to interpret), which fears that envy may break a pact among Godwine’s offspring and lead to chaos. The same noun ‘livor’ is used to describe that evil which menaces Harold and Tostig in Poem VI (pp. 28, 58), which ends with a prayer for the chrismed (plural) (‘crismate tactis’, p. 60), recalling the preservation of the anointed (Edward/ Saul: ‘quem crismatis unctio sacrat’) at the end of Poem V. Central to this reading is the peaceweaver Edith’s hope to avert war between her brothers, destabilized by interrupting anxieties about fratricidal conflict.

       Other important passages present no obstacle to this reading. The tale of a vision seen by a long-dead bishop of Wiltshire, representing Edward as a bachelor king and leaving open the succession question, declares the text’s neutrality near the outset. It sides with neither Harold nor Tostig, nor another claimant.​[44]​ Affirmations of Edith’s chastity, culminating in an epithalamium (Poem VII) anticipating spiritual offspring, would have comforted the childless queen, whose childlessness fuelled the emerging conflict between her brothers. The emphasis on Count Baldwin’s tested friendship to the English, influence among the princes, and campaigns with King Henry of France (who is purported to be in his debt) speaks urgently to the political situation in 1066, when his two male in-laws were plotting invasion. ‘Book I’ ends with him equipping Tostig ominously with his own armed cohort, in the important Channel port of Saint-Omer.​[45]​ Yet a question remains - for I promised to address Heningham’s suggestion that Poem I, penned under the Chelae, may post-date the battles. Even in the light of the evidence dating ‘book I’ to 1066 we must consider whether those ruinous events might have prompted the author to ‘top and tail’ his work, adding elegiac couplets to round off the beginning and the end. Certainly the encomiast tried something similar, proclaiming in his revised ending that, on Edward’s accession, the wheel had turned full circle.​[46]​ And there is an undeniable circularity in Poems I and VIII. We are told that the poet is ruined or in need (pp. 2/88); he is surrounded by enemies or bereft of friends and reliant on Edith (pp. 2-4/88); he has cast down his tablets or intends to do so (pp. 4/88); but Edith or his Muse (there is slippage between them) prompts him to take up his pens once again (pp. 4/90). Edith, who is to ‘read, re-read, and brood’, is invited to engage in circular reading and reflect on the cycles of providence.​[47]​ Yet if we apply our former metrical analysis to those hexameters, ignoring the pentameters, which complicate matters, we find considerable divergence between the two poems:

Poem #	Leonini %	Begin dactyl %	Total dactyls %	Theme/ Contents	Sample
I	55.3	44.7	38.3	King Edward’s song / Godwines	47/47
VIII	35.2	55.6	43.1	A lament for loss/ song resumed	54/57

In short, there is no reason to suppose that these poems were written at the same time, even if the second – that is, the final poem - is intentionally in dialogue with the first.







       The most developed argument as to the authorship appears in the introduction to the second edition, where Barlow advances, via inference, from incontestable details, which the anonymous supplies, to questionable arguments relating to his background and identity. We can agree with Barlow that the writer served the queen, and stood in her debt; that he was a practised author, writing anew after an interlude; that the elder brothers, Harold and Tostig, had shown him favour; and that he was or had been poor and the victim of envy.​[50]​ It is harder to accept that he was a Fleming, connected with Canterbury.​[51]​ As I noted earlier, the double helping of praise for Count Baldwin may relate to the indications that history was repeating itself, and to the sensitivities of the political situation. Moreover, the author’s interest in Flanders makes sense in view of his preoccupation with Tostig, who, as Barlow observed, ‘would appear to have been …the writer’s favourite’, and whom ‘he follows…much more closely than Harold’.​[52]​ Not only had Tostig taken a Flemish wife, Baldwin’s half-sister Judith who is named; the work was being written while he was resident in Flanders. There are also reasons to be warier than Barlow of linking the writer to Canterbury. Barlow inferred the link mainly from the author’s detailed coverage of the disputed archiepiscopal election of 1051, but since the wronged candidate was a kinsman of the Godwines it would have been part of the writer’s brief to restore his reputation. The detail was also necessary, because it exposed Robert of Jumièges as a usurper aided in his intrusion by the king. Barlow, in addition, judged it significant that the one surviving manuscript ‘seems to have been written at Canterbury, c. 1100’, a suggestion mooted by Francis Wormald in a personal communication with him, prior to the appearance of the 1962 edition.​[53]​ Fifty years ago, when little palaeographical work had been done on other centres, the tendency to attribute hands either to Christ Church or St Augustine’s, on the grounds of their ‘size and general character’, was more marked than it is today. A note saying ‘for Dr Bancroft’ suggests that somebody once conveyed the booklet to a clergyman (Richard Bancroft) who was, successively, canon of Westminster, bishop of London, and archbishop of Canterbury, with interludes at St Paul’s. In short, the origins of the booklet now pasted into BL, Harley 526 are unknown. Versions of the text, however, were certainly known by 1085 at Westminster, and probably already by the 1070s at Bury St Edmunds.​[54]​

       As well as noting that our author chiefly followed Tostig, Barlow remarked that he also ‘contributes a lengthy, seemingly original, somewhat irrelevant, and certainly disproportionate account of the large English legation to the papal curia, led by Earl Tostig, in 1061’.​[55]​ Though he explained the attention to Tostig by suggesting that he was Edith’s favourite brother, he proposed no specific explanation for the account of the visit to Rome.​[56]​ Ealdred, we are informed, went to collect the pallium, but had to admit that his translation to York was uncanonical, and he was deposed. Then Tostig used his influence with the pope, who feared his might, to have Ealdred reinstated. If the point of the tale was to show that Tostig enjoyed influence at the papal curia, and that Ealdred was in his debt, it would fit with the writer’s concern to demonstrate the earl’s influence with the mighty Baldwin and Baldwin’s with the king of France. We therefore have a writer flattering Tostig, serving his political interests, and signalling to his readers that the earl’s peaceful restoration would be best for everyone. Though the author is candid about Ealdred’s canonical transgression (to reveal that he was in Tostig’s debt), he approves of his willing confession and humble obedience. He also tells how, on the journey to Rome, Tostig’s thegn Gospatric pretended to be the earl, allowing himself to be seized by robbers, while Tostig escaped.​[57]​ There are no such insights into Harold’s household. Once again, a tale is aimed at those friendly to his brother. Another clue connects our writer to the north. Siward, Tostig’s predecessor, is mentioned four times in the extant text, always with praise. The author introduces him with his Danish epithet ‘Digara’ (the strong), notes his crushing victory over the Scots, and mentions the severity of his justice.​[58]​ There are also parallel notifications of the deaths of Godwine and Siward and of Harold and Tostig’s successions to their earldoms. Godwine, we are told, died, and was buried ‘in the monastery they call the Old Minster at Winchester’; Siward two years later was buried ‘in the church…of St Olave, king and martyr’.​[59]​ St Olave’s was in York. Of all the churches mentioned in the work it was the most obscure. Yet it is the only church for which the author fails to name the location. That it did not occur to him to do so suggests that he may have written in York. To him, St Olave’s was simply St Olave’s. 

       Barlow’s inferences led him to two possible candidates for the anonymous, and no other: for in his view ‘it would be remarkable indeed if there were more than two Flemish monks writing in England at the same time’.​[60]​ Thus the choice lay between Goscelin and Folcard, the two famous immigrant hagiographers. Previously Richard Southern had established a case for Goscelin’s authorship. Barlow entertained it and developed it without deciding the matter; and more recently, Rhona Beare advanced the case afresh, before Rosalind Love disposed of her argument.​[61]​ Barlow and Love argue that Folcard is the likelier candidate, and although we need not agree with the assertion that others should be ruled out, the evidence is now increasingly excluding Goscelin from the picture. The peculiarities of vocabulary once held to be typical of his writings, including compound adjectives terminating in –cola, -fluus, and –gena, and agentive feminine nouns ending in –rix, are now known to occur in the works of Folcard, Drogo of Saint-Winnocksbergen, and other authors of a similar educational background.​[62]​ Meanwhile, new scholarship has assembled a large number of tropes, idiosyncrasies, and quirks that recur in Goscelin’s works, none of which can be seen in VÆdR.​[63]​ Folcard, on the other hand, is now an even stronger candidate, since we can link the author to York. He tells us that a queen, probably Edith, had placed him under Ealdred’s protection, whereupon he repaid Ealdred, in Yorkshire one assumes, by restyling the Life of St John of Beverley, a task he had previously undertaken for the St Bertin dossier. We can date his work for Ealdred to the latter’s years in office, 1061 x 1069. Did he also repay Edith in these years by writing a work for her?

       Folcard’s corpus is not large, at least not what is known of it. We have a Life of St Bertin, dedicated to Abbot Bovo of Saint-Bertin (1042-65); the Life of St John of Beverley, written for Ealdred of York (1061-9); a Life of St Botulf, written when he was abbot-administrator of Thorney and dedicated to Walkelin of Winchester (1070-98), followed by an account of the other saints of Thorney (Thancred, Torhtred, and Tova) and of the translation of Botulf to that monastery; and we also have a poem in
27 hexameters on St Vigor, apostle of Bayeux and monk of Arras, which is included without explanation under the name ‘Fulcardus’ in the chronicle of Saint-Riquier, of Ponthieu.​[64]​ Turning first to the Life of St John of Beverley (VJB), we find details of the author’s circumstances and concerns that bear striking similarities to those of the anonymous author of VÆdR. Folcard reveals, in nautical imagery, that he had been cast overboard from a community, and that the queen, like the Pole Star, had shone with kindly light and led him into the port of her compassion; he wished to sing her praises to all posterity, believing that she had been divinely joined to the king’s side for the great benefit of the realm. Tumultuous dogs of the sea raised their hackles to attack him, but he was heedless, treading happily on the shore.​[65]​ Our VÆdR author reveals that he has lived in poverty, having lost much.​[66]​ If Folcard employs slippage to equate the Pole Star (i.e. the Blessed Virgin) and the queen his rescuer, the author of VÆdR uses the same device to elide Edith and his muse, who both prompt him to take up his pen again.​[67]​ Pitiful Edith had reached out to him and, in a metaphor that seems to recall Folcard’s safe delivery to shore, ‘fixed his feet’ and restored him ‘as from death’. Whatever he wrote now must be to her honour: ‘laus et honor sit ei’.​[68]​ His statement that she ‘thrives at [Edward’s] imperial side’ and that king and queen are ‘one person dwelling in double form’ recalls Folcard’s belief that the queen who favoured him was divinely joined to the king’s side. Compare: ‘diuinitus adiunctam regio credimus lateri’ (VJB, p. 240) and ‘Ipsius hinc lateri // depinges imperiali/ que sociata uiget… corpore nam gemino // unus habentur homo’ (VÆdR, p. 6), which is a permutation of the same idea. Envious barking bothered the anonymous (‘latratibus urget/ multorum liuor’: VÆdR, p. 2), and pursued Folcard (‘incursus tumultuantium canum…qui…in latratu cristas erigunt’: VJB, p. 242); envious dogs surface in VBot. (‘aemulae caninas erexerit cristas’: PrefVBot., p. 374n) and bark at the removal of Botulf’s relics (‘latratu canum’: TTTT, p. 288). These are idiosyncratic parallels.

       It has already been observed that our anonymous writer’s vocabulary resembles Folcard’s, and a few particular observations may bring to light further idiosyncrasies. First, as noted by Barlow, the VÆdR author and Folcard use the compound nubigena, meaning ‘cloud-born’; but Barlow, p. lviii, never remarked on how rare this noun is. Although it appears once in the Aeneid and the Thebaid and is glossed in Aldhelm’s treatise on metrics De pedum…regulis, the word nubigena is hardly ever found.​[69]​ It occurs seventeen times in Poetria Nova and only twice in medieval poetry (before a lone late instance): in the work of Sedulius Scotus and in VÆdR.​[70]​ Peter Damian (d. 1072) in his 582, 403-word corpus never uses it; nor does Sigebert of Gembloux (d. 1112), in 192, 979 words.​[71]​ Goscelin uses it once, in his copious writings (Historia minor s. Augustini), but its one appearance in Folcard’s much smaller corpus would appear to be more significant - especially since the absence from VÆdR of the usual motifs that recur in Goscelin’s oeuvre seriously damages the case for his authorship, even if he did use nubigena.​[72]​ Second, the very rare noun munificentia appears five times in VÆdR to refer to royal or princely munificence.​[73]​ Folcard uses it of royalty too (VBert., 610C: ‘opibus regiae constructis munificentiae’), as did Ivo of Chartres, but this usage is rare; mostly the word is used of heavenly generosity.​[74]​ Bede uses it twice, both times with reference to divine munificence.​[75]​ Goscelin uses it rarely and in the Bedan sense. His Miracula sancti Eadmundi, which at 26, 500 words exceeds Folcard’s corpus, employs it only once, in relation to St Edmund’s beneficence.​[76]​ It occurs only nine times in Poetria Nova. Baudri of Bourgeuil, the poet who employs munificentia the most – twice – applies it to God’s gifts.​[77]​ Munificentia is therefore another rare word, which VÆdR employs in an unusual sense utilised by Folcard.

       A third observation concerns the very frequent use of interdum, itself not a rare word but one that occurs in VÆdR in no fewer than ten instances. This is remarkable given that Peter Damian used it only four times in 582, 403 words and Sigebert once in 192, 979; Jerome used it 151 times, but in more than one and a half million words, and Augustine 54 times in over five million.​[78]​ It appears in four places in the Aeneid, five in the Thebaid, and thirteen in Metamorphoses.​[79]​ In Goscelin’s works it appears infrequently (once, for example, in the lengthy Miracula s. Eadmundi).​[80]​ Interdum is more liberally employed in the works of his contemporary, the Flemish hagiographer Drogo of Saint-Winnocksbergen (fl. 1050s-80s), who uses it with greatest regularity in his Life of Godeliève of Gistel, where it occurs three times in a text of about three and a half or four thousand words.​[81]​ It also appears three times in the thinner corpus of text (about 850 words) Folcard penned at Thorney.​[82]​ Its absence from VBert. can possibly be ascribed to Folcard not yet, at that point (c. 1050?), having acquired this little habit. Similarly, its absence from VJB may be due to the author’s adherence to Bede. The Thorney material, however, which appears to have been written not long after Folcard’s arrival at the abbey c. 1069 a few years after VÆdR, can boast of the densest incidence of interdum in any text I have examined, including contemporary poets represented in Poetria Nova. Given how slim his corpus is, the appearance of nubigena, munificentia used for royalty, and the dense use of interdum certainly do not undermine the possibility that Folcard wrote VÆdR, along with the much more significant idiosyncrasies already mentioned, particularly the references to Edith as joined to Edward’s side, slippage between Edith and benevolent numinous women, and the barking dogs of envy, which strongly suggest that he may have done.

       Reflecting on the terrible events of 1066 our anonymous writer began to worry about the sins that had brought such plagues upon the English, and about his part in that judgement. He refers to ‘those of us who have sinned’ (‘pastoribus et nobis qui peccauimus’: VÆdR, p. 119). Folcard likewise in PrefVBot., exceeding the modesty topos to an unusual degree, displays the anxiety of a penitent (‘proh dolor! peccatis meis agentibus, sub specie pastoralis curae…incidi [Thorney]’: PrefVBot., p. 373n). Were Folcard the author of both, we would read these statements, in parallel, as the confessions of a cleric who felt that he held pastoral office unworthily (and, indeed, Folcard, as abbot de facto of Thorney, appears not to have been blessed). Not every Latin writer employed the exclamation, proh dolor, but the VÆdR author does five times, and Folcard does twice, once like VÆdR with nimis and interrupting a clause. Compare ‘citius ad sacramenta nimis proh dolor prodigus’ (VÆdR, p. 80, minus the punctuation Barlow adds) and ‘irruentem proh dolor nimis familiarem lupum’ (VJB, p. 240).​[83]​ It is rare for proh dolor to interrupt a clause. Normally, it comes either at the beginning or the end. No poet attaches it to nimis, but the juxtaposition is found uniquely in the Encomium, which the author of VÆdR had consulted.​[84]​ Folcard also shared that author’s interest in Neustria (VBert., 613B; StV, l. 16; VÆdR, p. 94), the antique province later known as Normandy. Although he appears not to have shared that author’s device of using an adjective with –iri, the fact that VÆdR is more than half the size of Folcard’s corpus renders the absence from the latter of this rare trick, found only twice in VÆdR, statistically insignificant.​[85]​ The two occurrences of proh dolor with nimis, conversely, suggest a habit peculiar to Folcard and that author and can be added, with the Neustrian interest, to the evidence assembled above.

       It may be coincidental that ‘Fulcardus’ describes Vigor, in a hexameter, as ‘puer forma speciosus’, and that VÆdR, in a hexameter, refers to Edward as ‘regem forma speciosum’.​[86]​ ‘Speciosus forma’ (Ps. 45: 3) was a topos.​[87]​ Still this pairing of words occurs only six times in Poetria Nova.​[88]​ It may also be coincidental that Folcard and VÆdR both introduce a poem via the theme of a new dawn, choosing the verb rutilo, which is found in poetry. Compare ‘[let us celebrate] que lux de celo rutilans in rege nouello’ (VÆdR, p. 20) to ‘Festa dies patris rutilat celebranda Vigoris’ (StV, l. 1). It seems more curious that Edith, in VÆdR’s epithalamium (Poem VII), and Vigor are heralded in similar terms. Folcard in an apostrophe hails the baptizing bishop Vigor with ‘sacred songs’, for fathering spiritual offspring. VÆdR, in an apostrophe, hails Edith as spiritual mother of Wilton, who will sing ‘angelic songs’. Compare, below, Folcard and VÆdR: 

‘Hancque Deo prolem per sacri fontis honorem,
Sancte Vigor, generas, sacras cui soluimus odas’ (StV, ls. 23-4)

‘Inclita mater aue prolem paritura beatam,
…
sed quibus angelicas clare modulantibus odas’ (VÆdR, pp. 72, 74; ls. 1 and 13).​[89]​

We should note that both employ hyperbaton to separate the medieval ode (or oda) from its adjective. StV’s image of offspring (proles) emerging from a heavenly font (fons) occurs in VÆdR, Poem III (lines 1, 8) again with partus, genero, and the verb rutilo (VÆdR, p. 26); and both works conclude a prayerful poem with the worrying juxtaposition of baptised progeny and their threatened incineration, which has to be averted. These poems move speedily from sacred water to flames of condemnation. Compare, below, VÆdR, at the end of Poem VI, and the end of Folcard’s StV:

‘…                           Succurre deifica custos,
sancta fides, lotis baptismate, crismate tactis;
infer signa crucis, Herebique fugetur Erynis
…
ne de pignore regali sue stirpe fideli
ignis perpetuam stipulam sibi rideat hostis
collegisse suis incendia longa fauillis.’ (VÆdR, p. 60; Poem VI, ls. 48-50, 54-6.)

‘His populus uisis, se sacris deuouet undis;
Hancque Deo prolem per sacri fontis honorem,
Sancte Vigor, generas, sacras cui soluimus odas,
Flammarum domitor, qui mundi comprimis ignes,
Ne nos exurant, flammas compesce Gehennae.’ (StV, ls. 22-6.) 

This antithetical combination, together with the attendant imagery, strongly suggests that the same mind devised both poems.

       Another idiosyncratic parallel, common to both poems, is the unique motif of the companionship of followers using comito and the uncommon noun alumnus together in the same hexameter. Compare:

‘Gratia uirtutum Christi comitatur alumnum’ (StV1, l. 18)​[90]​

‘Surgens musa tuis comitata decenter alumpnis’ (VÆdR, p. 2).

No other work in Poetria Nova uses this combination, yet it is found both in VÆdR and the poem on Vigor by ‘Fulcardus’. Echoes of the same idea can be found in VJB. Christ’s alumnus in the first hexameter is Vigor, attended by the grace of miracles. A similar passage surfaces in VJB, where St John’s powerful preaching is accompanied by divine power. It too has a passive form of comito, with uirtus, as in StV:

‘Comitabatur praeterea uirtus Dei uirtutem uerbi sui…’ (VJB, p. 244).

When recurrent themes are wedded to recurrent idiosyncrasies of vocabulary in this way, we discern the recycling of ideas that attends the limits of authorial originality.
Beside the parallel juxtaposition of baptismal and chthonic imagery found in VÆdR and StV, this second unique parallel between the two poems supplies more evidence that the author, ‘Fulcardus’, wrote both. Indeed, the link to VJB upholds the case for identifying him as Folcard of Saint-Bertin.​[91]​

       Folcard, like Augustine and Bede, often reflected on the error of the pagans.​[92]​ In VBot., we learn of ‘errori humani generis’, inculcated, ‘ab antiquo serpente’, in order that man might be lost in the shadows of ignorance (‘ignorantiae damnatur tenebris’), which Botulf later expels (‘ueteribus tenebris purgati’).​[93]​ Aided by divine power, the boy John (of Beverley) set forth to banish the pagan shades: ‘ad depellendas ueterum errorum tenebras effulsit hic beatus puer Johannes’ (VJB, p. 243); and the boy Vigor, in Neustria, preached to the population of Bayeux, ‘whom wicked error held captive’, and drove out the serpents: (‘quos impius error habebat…depulit angues’: StV, ls. 17, 20). Here, in a rare rhetorical twist, Error is personified and given charge of captives. Although many writers used personification as a figure, personifications of Error are rare outside Ovid, so it is significant that another poetic occurrence is found in VÆdR (p. 60), where pagan Error is presented as the author of fratricidal tales and is said to have regarded such murder as a crime.​[94]​ That person, pagan Error (‘gentilis…error’), is an avatar of Folcard’s ‘impius error’ (StV, l. 17), and a personification of the ideas in VJB and VBot. Error is also an ally, or avatar, of ancient pagan Chaos personified, who threatens in VÆdR (p. 28) to capture the world when peaceful pacts are broken. As in StV, l. 17, the verb habeo is used to mean ‘hold captive’, and comes at the end of a hexameter. Compare:

‘Antiquumque Chaos rursum miser orbis habebit’ (VÆdR, p. 28)

‘Hanc adit ut doceat quos impius Error habebat’ (StV, l. 17).

Despite the appropriate subject matter, this interest in pagan error is not apparent in Folcard’s earlier VBert., so it would be reasonable to suppose that it emanated from his reading of Bede in preparing VJB. Bede refers to ‘pagan error’ and the shadows that accompany it on numerous occasions (‘paganis erroribus’; ‘erroris tenebris’).​[95]​ The personification of Error/ Chaos with habeo, from Metamorphoses, was brought into this context. Thus we may date VJB, 1061 x 1066; VÆdR, part I, 1065? x 1066; part II, 1066 x 1070?; StV not earlier than the 1060s; and VBot. with PrefVBot. and TTTT, maybe c. 1070. As for the authorship of VÆdR, the circumstantial, thematic, and stylistic evidence now appears sufficient to link the text to Folcard. The author was therefore a practised hagiographer but one who might have been absorbed in a great work of history (Bede’s HE), and a monk who admired celibacy. He wrote of those who mourned St Bertin, ‘recolebatur enim eius, qua nichil melius est, coelebs uita’ (VBert., 612E), and thus paid Edward the highest compliment by emphasising his chastity, ‘celibem ei uitam designare’, extending the same token of praise to his favoured Tostig (VÆdR, pp. 14, 50).  

       VÆdR differs from Folcard’s other works, which reveal a mind ready to derive information from sources but disinclined to invent or think too hard about a subject matter. Though hagiography was his lasting legacy, it may not have been a passion. Indeed the artifice of VÆdR reveals an author with a passion for poetry and present secular affairs. For once, Folcard had been given an opportunity to indulge what he did best, perhaps already a private pursuit. In one respect, VÆdR is typically a work of Folcard in its overtly personal prologue, which shows none of the restraint usual within that depersonalized genre. Folcard always presents his readers with allusive commentary on his personal life whether it is the criticism afforded by his abbot in VBert., or tribulations in his career (VBot. and VÆdR), or his consciousness of sins and love affair with Thorney in PrefVBot. His keen willingness otherwise to repeat what he was told made him a suitable conduit for what Edith, or Ealdred, sought to put on record: and the latter must serve to countermand the prerogative of scholars who wish to recover Edith’s voice to read the VÆdR as it were her own words. The case for the author having written in York raises doubts over the extent of her input while potentially bringing into play other voices, such as that of Ealdred, which has been detected behind ASC D.​[96]​ It is possible, for example, that book II’s surprising attack upon Stigand is a manifestation of attempts by Ealdred to shift the blame for Harold’s coup, in which he too was implicated, on to the discredited archbishop of Canterbury. However we approach such possiblities, the key to our appreciation of VÆdR is further research into its author, tempered by the recognition that VÆdR is unlike Folcard’s other works which adhere to the staid conventions of hagiography. On the contrary, the interweaving of themes from classical poetry, some of it novel, and antique story-worlds reveals a monk at his best when free to write for a secular courtly audience.
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